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About This Game

This game has an original story as base. This story will take place in a planet called "EggPlanet" in which chickens have
different life styles, and you will advance on story as one of them.

The story will take place in a laboratory of certain government which investigate as egg which is about to explode.

Also you a chicken and the player, will have to complete simple tests(puzzles) as chicken called noisy says.

The Game Features are
・Easy Puzzle And Hidden Story

・Completely original story
・You are A damn Chicken

・30+ levels and additional levels
・Mysterious and fantastic world as base

・Simple Controll
・Beautiful 3D graphics

・Original Arts
・A chicken which can be customized
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Title: Chicken ~Boiled Egg~
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Wolfcrafter321
Publisher:
Wolfcrafter321
Release Date: 18 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: 1.7 GHz + Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel (Haswell) HD Graphics P4700

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,Japanese
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A funny little game, I am at 100% after 2 hours. A problem is the price, Here is a pro's and con's list to explain why.

Pros':
*Fun unless you sit too long at the time.
*Relaxing to play
*Cool puzzles
*You get to play as a blub going into peoples brain.

Con's:
- 100% after 2 hours.
- No humor.
- Very repetitive
- Sometimes require you to actually use your mouse, which is not a good thing in this type of game. I have not tried it with a
controller, dunno if it works well.

The full price is 20 kr ≈ 2,2 euro. 2 hours / 2,2 euro is 1,1 euro an hour. That is way too much for a game like this. It's not like 2
euro is a big deal, but this game is the type of game you can find for free on y8.com or any other online free game page.. Anti-
Trump jokes aren't funny in videogames. The developers are pathetic.. Not playable...Texture error message and crash. This is a
really creative game and i spent a lot of time playing this (u can see it)
Your mission is complete the stages avoing enemies and his atacks, what is not too easy when your "snake" is too big.
Fun is guaranteed and the rpg visual and classes are soooooo cute.
But in the linux it have a lot of bugs (srsly play on windows)
ps: upgrade and set slash at front line ;). Not a good pinball game.. Pros:
Fun, addictive, high replayability

Cons:
I played like 20 hours without any problems. But then the crashing started. Very annoying.. The best game of soccer that I have
ever seen
But this is because I love the retro stile
Very simple, small download
Goes straight to the point, like all programs should. Nemo ante Imperium Romanum beatus est.
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This game made me an expert on all things Roman. Among other things, I learned that the plebs tended to riot and burn down
whole cities because they were too lazy to walk two blocks to buy lovely sausages. Also, if a Praetor threw a bunch of Denarii on
a pile of wood, a building would instantly appear. Not to mention that houses could burn down if there wasn't clay or stone
laying around in a random stockpile. Oh, and did I mention EVERYONE was OBSESSED with olive oil?

You'll be an expert on Roman history like me after playing Imperium Romanum.

You'll be a Praetor.

You'll be a Rough Roman.

You'll love sausages.

Buy it now!

The only thing it really lacks is a multiplayer mode, but who tf cares when you have olive oil?
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Let's start with the cons: it's short and the grammar is somewhat off, not really bad, but it's obviously written by someone with a
limited knowledge of the English language. The story is funny though and the graphics are actually pretty good. Wish there were
more encounters, especially since the story gives a few set ups that could have been used, like the chase scene after Pumpkin
destroys sunflowers in the field of a sorcere and when she visits the ruin of a sorcerer who was experimenting with a potion that
could change someones gender. Definitely worth the low price.. Pizza Frenzy

Double Frenzy

Triple Frenzy

Mega Frenzy

Ultra Frenzy. Quite a game. A bit old for this day and age but it can have its moments.. Eh.

This is a fun and cute little game but it just doesn't quite hit the mark.

It's fun for a while but it has major balance issues. I played on the easiest difficulty level and never won a battle, not a single
one.

It's fun and clever and I'm glad I played it. But there just isn't enough there.. Great game.Hard but rewarding.Fast-paced 2-D
goodness. PS:Sequel ASAP!!!!!!!!!!!!! :) Since you asked me i would like that the sequel would be little more action based and a
little more fast-paced action to contribute to it's already fast gameplay.I would like more customization to the weapons and
dinosaurs(that means that i would like more weapons and dinosaurs) but that the core gameplay stays the same. PS:Thanks for
the awesome game :). Not bad, But you should maybe pick it up on a sale, but otherwise, worth the 5 bucks.. Wild Run is not
included...why did I buy a season pass in the first place then.. Bad game... T_T
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